Capstone project: Realisation & Transformation

L I M I N AV E R S I T Y: H OW TO T H R I V E
I N R E D Q U E E N C O U N T RY
We live in an increasingly complexifying reality punctuated by

exponential change in technology, politics, culture, economics
and many other areas of our lives.

As I mentioned in the pitch, we live in Red Queen country.

If we’re not learning 10 new things before breakfast, we’ve
already fallen behind. I see a need for people to learn
continously throughout their lives.

Not only that, people should be able to learn whatever they

want as fast as they can, as much as they need to, whenever
and wherever they are.

Whilst specialisation has benefitted humanity in the 19th

and 20th centuries, I see that integration is what is badly
needed in the 21st century and beyond.

Liminaversity aims to provide tools, methods, frameworks,

spaces, a community and a platform to enable people to do

this. Ways for them to get a wholistic and practical education.

Watch the Red Queen pitch video at: https://youtu.be/uvHjpNHBpcU
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M A R K E T DAY ACT I V I T I E S

For market day, I used a projector to show: (1) a video of the

Red Queen pitch; (2) the fox, bees, & squirrel web landing page;
and (3) the liminaversity concept and genesis document. I set
up a stand that showcased posters with images, strap lines,

and quotations that pitched what the flavour and character of

Liminaversity would be when it’s built. I handed out clipboards
to visitors which had an A5 questionnaire for them to fill out.
Through the A5 questions I wanted to find out what

people thought Liminaversity was - based on what they saw
in the Market Day set up. I wanted to find out: (1) topics they
wanted to learn; (2) what features and tools they would like

Liminaversity to have; (3) their preferred ways of learning; and
(4) any other things they’d like to let me know as founder. You
can read the completed questionnaires in the Appendix.

On the next page are some of the responses that I chose to

highlight here because they were things: (1) I did not expect; (2)
I had not thought about in my ideation; or (3) that would keep
me motivated to pursue the project.

These responses by themselves are enough for me

to consider my Market Day activity a success, useful and
worthwhile. Further to these useful insights and positive

responses, I also received useful criticism on how I can improve
my messaging better including the need to be more forthright,
clear and direct in what my vision for Liminaversity is.
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“A place for intuitive & curious
learning, without traditional
teaching models.”

“It’s an institution built on an
introspective emancipation” James
“A space to think with other
curious minds” - Rhi

“A learning institution that
focuses on the spaces in
between existing knowledge
types.”

“A school (figuratively speaking)
that re-frames and facilitates
how people connecct,
and share knowledge and
experiences.”
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“A platform promoting a different idea
about the role knowledge can play in
our lives. The pursuit of knowledge can
happen in & of itself, not as a utilitarian
good.” - Jess

This is what I think Liminaversity is:

“A place for fostering & following
curiosity, pushing boundaries, exploring
the unknown, rather than always
learning the ‘known’ from ‘qualified
experts’.”

“Following your own personal
passions & curiosities to the
end of the universe with Oliver’s
help.” - Gracie

“Teaching concepts in a
practical lens.” - Solomon

Oliver Damian LIMINAVERSITY
Product Design 02110423

If I had all the time & money in the world,
these are the things I would love be learning
right now:

If I was in-charge, these are the things I would
want the Liminaversity community platform and
tools to have:

“Food efficiency technology to provide
protein and fat cheaply and replace sugar as
cheap calories.” - Tony

“Depth, breadth, good conversations with wise
people”. - Bem

“How to love right. How to engender a less
exploitative/extractive ethos.” - Mark

“How Icelandic settlement occured in
relationship to volcanic activity.”

“A space that encourages mental well-being.
A good & wide extensive creativity platform.” Vivian

“A place to put it in your pocket.” - Gracie
“Challenges. A way to force me to learn each
day. 15 minute daily sessions.” - Solomon

I learn best:

This is what I want to say to the founder:

“Great ideas & concept, would love to see it in
action.” - Vivian

“The world needs this. And it needs you to lead
it.” - Mark

“Use all available information to make something
unique, accessible, maintained & verifiable”. - M.
Wyatt

“Accesibility and personalisation.”

“Keep promoting curiousity! It is our natural,
beautiful state.” - Jess

“Include games to score against friends.
Evidence of how I can apply this knowledge to
real world jobs.” - Mai

“Define your vision of what Limiversity is so I can
build upon it easier”. - Adrian

“Through experiences” - Mieke

“Love the embracing of complexity.”
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R E S E A RC H , STA K E H O L D E R E N G AG E M E N T, T E ST I N G A N D R E F I N E M E N T
Prior to Market Day, I sent around to my networks a link to the Liminaversity landing

page and asked for feedback. On the next page are some of the feedback I consider
most useful. Based on the feedback I made the branding collaterals for Market Day

less metaphorical with the use of the fox, bees, and squirrel and more directly related

to lifelong and wholistic education, addressed what the name Liminaversity means in

the first place, as well as including quotations which can be used as jump off points for
learning when the actual platform is launched.

As discussed in Assessment 1, prior to Market Day my focus was on getting the

computer programming skills to build the Liminaversity platform. Whilst I had achieved
some progress, after further tinkering and more research, I’ve decided to use the

Javascript framework React instead of simply using the plain Javascript I’ve learned
hitherto. Whilst this has pushed back my production schedule, I believe this further
investment would make the code I write for Liminaversity more future-proof, and
sustainable in the long run.

Thus prior to Market Day, I decided that instead of writing the code for the

Liminaversity platform first then creating the content, I will create them both in parallel.
To this end, I’ve started creating daily inspirational and insightful quotes which could

serve as advertising as well as jump off points into the Liminaversity knowledge nodes
and paths. This week I will also start creating the short form videos as starting points

for the courses I would eventually be offering in the platform. I’ve also started to think
about submitting proposals to potential partners like Darling Square, Frasers, and the
City of Sydney for me to run Liminaversity face-to-face discussion groups on topics
like “artificial intelligence and the future of work”; “love in the age of algorithms”; and
“ethical mindfulness”
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Visit the landing page at: http://liminaversity.com
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R E S E A RC H , STA K E H O L D E R E N G AG E M E N T, T E ST I N G A N D R E F I N E M E N T
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INSIGHTS AND LEARNINGS
The initial insights to create Liminaversity came from my own experience as an

infinite learner. I discussed this in Assessment 1. From further research, stakeholder
engagement, and Market Day activities discussed above, the key insights that will

fuel subsequent iterations of the platform and future Liminaversity products include:
(1) I have to make the learning modules more accessible to complete beginners in
this infinite learning journey; (2) I have to pay particular attention to the language I

use so as not to alienate future learners; (3) whatever I end up creating it must have

breadth, depth, and include spaces for curious minds to think & wise conversations to
happen; (4) the platform should be portable and provide engaging learning goals and
challenges; (5) it should include spaces to explore the ‘unknown’.

One of the creative insights I am proud of is the logo and strap line: “networks of

learning for the rest of your life”. In my opinion, the strap line and the graphic succinctly
conveys what Liminiversity is all about. “The rest of your life” is a more indirect way of
saying the ‘womb to tomb’, ‘cradle to grave’ lifelong learning aspect of Liminaversity.

A double entendre, the phrase could also mean the rest of your life outside university,
or work. That is learning for curiosity’s sake. Not confined to utilitarian concerns.

Although I did not probe people on this specifically, I believe that this message came
through in the comments I received during the Market Day activities.

True to its brand DNR, I will continue creating Liminaversity beyond UTS. Perhaps,

it might even be a lifelong project for me. I will be learning along the way. An infinite
recursive journey into the rabbit hole of bridging the known and the unknown.
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L I M I N AV E R S I T Y
Follow your curiosity.

COMMUNITIES
OF PRACTICE

PERSONAL NETWORKS

REAL-WORLD TASKS
& PROJECTS

MEANING-MAKING

P RO J E CT F R A M I N G A N D P RO G R E S S
Liminaversity aims to provide a suite of tools and services that

empower communities of curious, open, and generative individuals
to teach and learn from each other.

This project started in the Speculative Startup subject where

among other things: (1) I’ve done some research on connectivist

learning networks; (2) described how I see the product, market and
me fit; and (3) set out an implementation and learning plan. See
Appendix.
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R E S E A RC H
Pe rso n a l m o t i va t i o n

Re s u l t s

Re fe re n ce s

My primary motivation for starting Liminaversity is that I want it to

The research I’ve done on connectivist learning networks

Epelboin, Y., Pomerol J. & Thoury, C. 2015, MOOCs: Design,
Use and Business Models, Wiley-ISTE on O’Reilly Safari Books
Online, <https://www.safaribooksonline.com/library/view/moocsdesign-use/9781848218017/>.

exist. I want to be it’s first avid user as I build it. As denizens of Silicon

Valley are wont to say: “I’m scratching my own itch”. I believe I’m
on the path of an infinite learner. I have degrees in management
economics, law, and a graduate certificate in webisodes. I’m
currently completing a product design and creative intelligence
& innovation degrees. I’ve completed a number of online

courses. I regularly listen to intelligence enhancing podcasts,
watch videos and attend live lectures and debates all over

town, and the world when I’m travelling and was on exchange.

are in Appendix A. For the first stage of this capstone project,

I focused my research on how I can build the online platform
myself. I completed a 21-hour-36-minute video tutorial on the

research I learned how I can write code that would bind all the

Interaction Design Foundation, n.d., Gamification Creating
Addictive User Experiences, <https://www.interaction-design.
org/courses/gamification-creating-addictive-user-experience>.

I am currently completing a 10-hour-26-minute video tutorial on

Interaction Design Foundation, n.d., Human-Computer Interaction
- HCI, <https://www.interaction-design.org/courses/humancomputer-interaction>.

javascript programming language (Traversy 2018b). From this
different software-as-as-service parts of Liminaversity together.

Materialize CSS (Traversy 2018a) where I am learning how to code

compelling user interfaces; and a 2-hour-38-minute video tutorial
on Node.js (Kan 2016) where I am learning how to code the cloud
infrastructure where the Liminaversity educational content will be
served from. After completing these two courses, I will move on to

courses on Amazon Web Services, and then to massive open online

PRODUCT

courses (Epelboin, Pomerol & Thoury 2015), human computer
interaction (Interaction Design Foundation n.d. b) and gamification
(Interaction Design Foundation n.d. a). I will do in parallell with

building the product user testing and product market fit validation.

MARKET

Kan, C Y. 2018, Learning Node.js, video recording, Packt
Publishing on O’Reilly Safari Books Online, viewed 16 September
2018, <https://www.safaribooksonline.com/library/view/learningnodejs/9781785286025/>.

Traversy, B. 2018, Materialize CSS From Scratch With 5 Projects,
video recording, Packt Publishing on O’Reilly Safari Books Online,
viewed 16 September 2018, <https://www.safaribooksonline.
com/library/view/materialize-css-from/9781789538724/>.
Traversy, B. 2018, Modern JavaScript From The Beginning, video
recording, Packt Publishing on O’Reilly Safari Books Online,
viewed 16 September 2018, <https://www.safaribooksonline.
com/library/view/modern-javascript-from/9781789539509/>.

ME
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E N G AG E M E N T P L A N
I intend to build user interfaces (UI) focused on: (1) learners to keep

STUDENTS

them motivated by following their curiosity (fox branding) and (2)

INDUSTRY PARTNERS

educators to help them curate content for learning experiences (squirrel

branding) and test them on these stakeholders. I will continuously
iterate on the product based on feedback from these stakeholders.

Mieke van der
Bilj-Brouwer

Louise Brockbank

Nick Hazell

Rhi Tuntevski
Bert Bongers
Arup

BCII 2017grads

ADVISERS

EDUCATORS

BCII 2018 cohort

Kees Dorst

UTS Startups

Alex Baumber

Tyler Key
Giedre Kligyte

Amanda
McGregor

BCII 2019 cohort

Alison Beavis
Paul Brown
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L I M I N AV E R S I T Y

Know where your knowhows live.

L I M I N AV E R S I T Y. C O M

STA RT- U P I M P L E M E N TAT I O N U P DAT E - W H AT ’ S D O N E SO FA R AS AT 2 3 AU G U ST 2 0 1 8

»» LIMINAVERSITY will be my
solo capstone project.
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»» LIMINAVERSITY business name has been registered.

»» Initial trading will be under Oliver Damian’s ABN.

Oliver Damian LIMINAVERSITY
Product Design 02110423

STA RT- U P I M P L E M E N TAT I O N U P DAT E - W H AT ’ S D O N E SO FA R AS AT 2 3 AU G U ST 2 0 1 8
»» LIMINAVERSITY has been accepted into the YCombinator Start-up School which starts on 28 August
2018.

»» LIMINAVERSITY now owns liminaversity.com domain name.

»» LIMINAVERSITY has been accepted into UTS Start-ups Community
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STA RT- U P I M P L E M E N TAT I O N U P DAT E - W H AT ’ S D O N E SO FA R AS AT 2 3 AU G U ST 2 0 1 8
»» Soft-testing of liminaversity.com infrastructure using a fun Chuck Norris joke generator coded by
Oliver Damian.

»» Chuckle Norris on liminaversity.com earned $4.72 with 6 clicks on Google Adsense in the few days it
has been up.
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L I M I N AV E R S I T Y

connectivist networks for infinite learners

In an exponentially fast-changing socio-techno-cultural landscape,
entrepreneurs who thrive are usually not those who master a specific
discipline but those who are quick to learn new things and connect the
dots. Being naive and nimble can be a feature not a bug in this ecology
(Hoffman n.d.).
LIMINAVERSITY provides membership-based network software,
hardware and wetware technologies based on the connectivist learning
theory proposed by George Siemens (2005) and Stephen Downes (2010).
Put simply, connectivism purports to create decentralised, fluid learning
networks where the emphasis is on contextual, pervasive, real world,
peer-based learning. The learning network itself adapts according to
the activities of the learners. Nodes of knowledge are provided and it
is up to the learner to connect the nodes in accordance to their learning
needs and context. This in contrast to the mainstream hierarchichal,
centralised, episodic and teacher-centric methods in universities and
other formal education institutions. LIMINAVERSITY will be informal,
more adaptive and less prescriptive.

REFERENCES
Downes, S. 2010, ‘New Technology Supporting Informal Learning’, Journal of

Emerging Technologies in Web Intelligence, vol. 2, no. 1, pp. 27-33, 1 February,
accessed 7 August 2018 <http://bit.ly/downes-learning>.

Hoffman, R. n.d. ,’INFINITE LEARNER Barry Diller, Chair & Senior Executive of
InterActiveCorp’, Masters of Scale, audio podcast, accessed 7 August 2018,
<http://bit.ly/diller-infinite>.

Siemens, G. 2005, ‘Connectivism: A Learning Theory for the Digital Age’,

International Journal of Instructional Technology & Distance Learning, vol. 2,

no. 1, pp. 3 -10, January, accessed 7 August 2018 <http://bit.ly/connectivismsiemens>.
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P RO D U CT/ M A R K E T F I T
hypotheses

PRODUCT

»» In a psycho-cultural climate where there is fear of what the FANG
monopolies (Facebook, Apple, Netflix, & Google) are doing with
our personal data, user-generated content, and how their algorithms
are messing with our group dynamics and personal psychologies,
enough people would be willing to pay for membership to an infinite
learning social network where their life information is not sold to
advertisers & funneled to government surveillance.
»» There is a demand in the market for real-time, on-demand, life-long
self-education services that is outside of the politicized, top heavy
bureacratic formal edifices of higher education.
»» In a world where algorithms are increasingly making decisions
regarding our digital lives, there will be demand for premium
human-curated content and information.

MARKET

ME

H OW I F I T I N

domain expertise, stamina & longevity
»» I’m an infinite learner myself. I have a bachelor’s degree in
management economics, a JD and LLM, and a graduate certificate in
webisodes. I’m currently completing a double bachelors in product
design and creative intelligence & innovation.
»» I’m a heavy user of social media, podcasts, youtube and online
learning platforms.
»» I’ve been teaching myself html, css, and javascript. As I ramp up
this learning I’m getting more confident that I myself can build the
prototypes and MVP atop existing software-as-a-service platforms.
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PROMOTION

PRICING

PRODUCT

THE BUSINESS

CUSTOMERS

IMPLEMENTATION

COMPETITION
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KNOWLEDGE COMMONS

P RO D U CT OV E RV I E W

KNOWLEDGE NODES

COMMUNITIES OF
PRACTICE

PERSONAL NETWORKS

REAL-WORLD TASKS
& PROJECTS

MEANING-MAKING

KNOWLEDGE PATH

KNOWLEDGE CLUSTER
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P RO D U CT BAC K LO G
MEMBER PROFILES
As a member:

»» I want to be able to enter details like the city I live in,

my website, linkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, e-mail and

KNOWLEDGE FEEDS
»» As a site visitor, I can see the knowledge nodes,

»» As a site visitor, I can see the number and rough

»» As a member, I can filter, sort and group the events

»» As a member, I have tools to access, visualize and

city and other places where there are members

»» As a member, I have access to the analytics of the

commons to see what patterns are emerging from

»» As a member, I tag events and get the analytics of

»» As a member, I can search for other members who

»» As a member I can choose and tweak the algorithms

»» As a member, I can search thru the events using

paths and clusters members have designated as
public.

»» As a member, I can see the public, group and my

certification I’ve attained, informal skills, hobbies,

»» As a member, I can interrogate the knowledge

and passions I have.

»» I want a dashboard that show stats of knowledge

nodes I added, knowledge paths I designed,
knowledge clusters I’ve curated and contributed to
the knowledge commons.

»» I want to earn badges for completing other people’s

MAPPING & PERSONAL NETWORKS

»» As a site visitor, I can see events in my city flagged

other contact details.

»» I want to be able to enter the formal education

MAPPING & EVENTS

private nodes, paths and clusters.

the activities, and ratings of members.

that sort, filter and format the display of the
knowledge feeds.

by members as interesting in random order.

flagged by other members as interesting, in my
contributing events.

the over all tagging ecosystem.

simple and complex search criteria.

geographic distribution of members.
analyse my personal networks.
Commons.

chose to be found and open for different levels of
connection and collaboration.

knowledge paths, and other learning community
distinctions.

»» I can showcase my ideas in a blog and my work in
portfolios.

TASKS & PROJECTS

PEER TUTORING, ASSESSMENT & FEEDBACK

BRIDGE TO MY SOCIAL MEDIA

COMMENTS, ANNOTATIONS, Q&A

As a member:

As a member:

As a member:

As a member:

»» I can create projects and invite other members to
collaborate and work with me.

»» I have access to tools like calendars, schedulers, a
budgetting that will help my project succeed.

»» I can search for projects similar to mine and share
knowledge with these other projects.

»» I can tag and bookmark projects.
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»» I can tutor other members in areas where I have
expertise.

»» I can receive tutoring from other members.

»» I can offer to assess other members submissions
to the knowledge paths that can’t be graded
automatically.

»» I can connect to my other social media accounts and

bring knowledge nodes from those accounts into
the knowledge commons.

»» I can share my nodes, paths and cluster to my social
media accounts.

»» I can comment and annotate the nodes, paths, and
clusters in the commons.

»» I can as questions and answer questions in the Q&A
Commons.

»» I can ask other members to assess my work and give
feedback.

Oliver Damian LIMINAVERSITY
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ICONS ATTRIBUTION
alexa by Stuart O’Neil from the Noun Project

PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION

Android by ProSymbols from the Noun Project.
Google Home by Stuart O’Neil from the Noun Project.
iPhone by Alexander Skowalsky from the Noun Project.

PROMOTION
PRODUCT TECHNOLOGY STACK
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P R I C I N G ST R AT E G I E S
»» Information is an experience good. My customers need to experience
LIMINAVERSITY to value it. I could do this by giving a free 30 day
trial of the services.

ALL-INCLUSIVE FLAT PRICING

TIERED PER USER PRICING

Basecamp: https://basecamp.com/

Ning: https://www.ning.com/

TRANSACTION FEE PRICING

FREE OPEN SOURCE ALTERNATIVES

Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/

elgg. : https://elgg.org/

»» Information is costly to produce but cheap to reproduce. It has high
fixed costs but low marginal costs. Cost-based pricing would not
work. Pricing would have to be based on customer value not on
product cost.
»» I can version the product and price each version according to how
much a customer segment is willing to pay.
REFERENCE
Shapiro, C. & Varian, H. 1999, Information rules: a strategic guide to the network
economy, Harvard Business School Press, Boston, Massachusetts.

TIERED FREE, FIXED TO NEGOTIATED PRICING

Moodle: https://moodle.com/
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N E A R T E R M B U S I N E S S I M P L E M E N TAT I O N T I M E L I N E

PROTOTYPING & MVP

Time Frame

Business Entity

GROW & SCALE

Now until end of semester

First half of 2019

Second half of 2019 and beyond

»» Use current ABN 78 447 207 272 of Oliver
James Damian: http://bit.ly/2B0by2f

»» If co-founder gets on board sign Founder
Agreement, Shareholder Agreement and form
a Pty Ltd.

»» Register for GST if GST turnover exceeds $75,000

»» Register LIMINAVERSITY as busines name
with ASIC: http://bit.ly/2vM5DYz
»» Start building accounting, CRM, and other
back office systems on the cloud
Financing & Support

VALIDATION & PRODUCT BUILD

»» Bootstrap with own funds. Take advantage of
free tier of Amazon Web Services and Google
Cloud

»» Continue to build up back office systems

»» Consider hiring employees if growth warrants it
»» Register LIMINAVERSITY as a Trade Mark.
»» Scale up office systems.
»» Get insurances.

»» Get into MURU-D Accelerator program: https://
muru-d.com/

»» Get into Y Combinator: http://www.ycombinator.com/

»» Sweat Equity, me putting in the hours to code,
deploy, user testing and develop the product
»» Get into UTS Start-ups
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L E A R N I N G P L A N : P ROTOT Y P I N G & M V P STAG E
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